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all caps work great for label names, but for a little extra work you can make them full-width by using: plain_blue, wave_yellow classic_teal, dark_blue ragged_yellow, lazy_gray example: fitted_out_gray, tan or
semi_fitted_out_gray, vintage_gray aww, man that's awesome. i'll need that for school. i've always used a cheap version of windows (even when i was in uni) with no fancy ui settings and it never let me down.

the things i've seen with the current version of windows look really evil. thank you very much for your hard work on this.i'll buy the product from your site, man. i'm using this truedbgrid component since a year
now and it really is an awesome component with everything you need for a dbgrid. the code is clean and easy to understand. it is easy to customize the tdbgrid visually. i can name columns, change borders

between columns and you can format your data in many different ways. also the module offers a gui for sorting data. for a complete application you need to take a look at the demo project which is free also. all
you need is a dataset and the dbgrid which was created in this project with the method tosorting and you're done.on the other side you have to say that true dbgrid does not support the sorting on the client side

which is really a pain in the ass for me. the sorting of a dbgrid has to be done on the server side and after that you should send back the dbgrid which is sorted to the client.but maybe this feature will be
implemented in the future which would make it a really great component.
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true dbgrid pro is a feature-rich
control that can handle big volumes

of data with much ease. binding
thetrue dbgrid controlto a dataset,

creates and fills the rows and columns
automatically in the grid. and,

following the grid data generation,
users can add, edit, delete, format or
rearrange the rows and columns.true
dbgrid letsyou create complex bound
and unbound grid applications with

absolute ease. let us get the list of all
the customers by projecting the
columns such as salesorderid,
orderdate, salesordernumber,

subtotal, totaldue and rownum. the
row_number function is applied with
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the order of the customerid column.
the temporary value starts from 1
assigned based on the order of the

customerid, and the values are
continued till the last rows of the

table. the order of customerid is not
guaranteed because we dont specify

the order by clause in the query.
moreover, the true dbgrid pro control
lets you view the information by using

multiple data views and adding a
variety of in-cell objects. not just this,
you can also use the true dbgrid with
minimal or no coding. this is because
the control provides advanced design-
time features like collection editors,
context menu, tasks menu, and true

dbgrid designer. the datagridview
control supports pagination. it is
possible to control the page size,

page number, and paging strategy.
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when you add a datagridview control
to a form, a designer-generated form

is added to the form. this form
provides convenient tools for working
with the data. you can view a subset

of the data by selecting a view.
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